Multi-label classification is an important learning problem with many applications. In this work, we propose a similarity-based approach for multi-label learning called SML. We also introduce a similarity-based approach for predicting the label set size. SML is amenable to streaming data and online learning, naturally able to handle changes in the problem domain, robust to training data with skewed class label sets, accurate with low variance, and lends itself to an efficient parallel implementation. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of SML for multi-label classification where it is shown to compare favorably with a wide variety of existing algorithms across a range of evaluation criterion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-label classification is an important learning problem [1] with applications in bioinformatics [2] , image & video annotation [3] , [4] and query suggestions [5] . The goal of multi-label classification is to predict a label vector y ∈ {0, 1} K for a given unseen data point x ∈ R M . Previous work has mainly focused on reducing the multi-label problem to a more standard one such as multi-class [6] , [7] and binary classification [8] , ranking [9] and regression [10] , [11] . Standard multi-class approaches can be used by mapping a multi-label problem with K labels to a multi-class problem with 2 K labels [6] , [7] . Binary classification methods can also be used by copying each feature vector K times and for each copy k an additional dimension is added with value k; and the training label is set to 1 if label k is present and 0 otherwise [8] . Rank-based approaches attempt to rank the relevant labels higher than irreverent ones [9] . Regression methods map the label space onto a vector space where standard regression methods can be applied [10] , [11] . Methods that explicitly model label correlations have also been proposed [12] , [13] as well as methods for large-scale problems with priors [14] and missing labels [15] . For further details, we refer the reader to a recent survey by Zhang et al. [16] .
In this work, we introduce a similarity-based approach for multi-label learning called SML that gives rise to a new class of methods for multi-label classification. SML has the following important properties: it is accurate with low variance, amenable to streaming data and online learning, naturally able to handle changes in the problem domain, robust to training data with skewed/unbalanced class label sets, and lends itself to an efficient parallel implementation. Furthermore, we also present a similarity-based set size prediction algorithm for predicting the number of labels associated with an unknown test instance x. Experiments on a number of data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of SML as it compares favorably to existing methods across a wide range of evaluation criterion. The experimental results indicate the practical significance of SML.
In addition, SML is a direct approach for multi-label learning. This is in contrast to existing methods that are mostly indirect approaches that transform the multi-label problem to a binary, multi-class, or regression problem and apply standard algorithms (e.g., decision trees). Furthermore, other rank-based approaches such as RANK-SVM [9] are also indirect extensions of SVM [17] , [18] to multi-label classification. Notably, SML completely avoids such mappings (required by SVM) and is based on the more general notion of similarity [19] .
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let X = R M denote the input space and let Y = {1, 2, . . . , K} denote the set of possible class labels. Given a multi-label training set D defined as:
where x i ∈ X is a M -dimensional training vector representing a single instance and Y i is the label set associated with x i . Given D the goal of the multi-label learning problem is to learn a function h : X → 2 K which predicts a set of labels for an unseen instance x j ∈ R M . A multi-label learning algorithm typically outputs a real-valued function f :
is the confidence of label k ∈ Y for the unseen test instance x i . Given an instance x i and its associated label set Y i , a good multi-label learning algorithm will output larger values for labels in Y i and smaller values for labels not in Y i . We consider a variety of evaluation criterion for comparing multi-label learning algorithms. The multi-label hamming loss is the fraction of incorrectly classified instance-label pairs:
where ∆ is the symmetric difference between the predicted label set Y i = h(x i ) and the actual ground truth label set Y i . A misclassified instance-label pair corresponds to either not predicting an actual label of x i or incorrectly predicting an irrelevant label for x i . One-error evaluates how many times the top-ranked label is not in the set of ground truth (held-out) labels:
where for any predicate p the indicator function I[ p ] = 1 iff p holds and 0 otherwise. Perfect performance is achieved when E D (f ) = 0. Given a set of labels ordered from most likely to least, coverage measures the max position in the ordered list such that all proper labels are recovered:
representing label confidence scores are sorted in descending order (largest to smallest). Ranking loss measures the fraction of reversely ordered label pairs:
Average precision measures the average fraction of relevant labels ranked higher than a particular label k ∈ Y i :
Multi-label algorithms should have high precision (Eq. 6) with low hamming loss (Eq. 2), one-error (Eq. 3), coverage (Eq. 4), and ranking loss (Eq. 5).
III. SIMILARITY-BASED MULTI-LABEL LEARNING This section describes the class of similarity-based multi-label learning methods called SML.
A. Estimation

Given a multi-label training set
training vector representing a single instance and Y j is the label set associated with x j , the goal of multi-label classification is to predict the label set Y i of an unseen instance x i ∈ R M . In this work, we normalize x i as x i = x i , x i where x i , x i is the inner product and x i is simply the magnitude of x i , thus the normalized vector is simply xi / xi . However, SML works well for other norms which can be selected depending on the application. Given the subset D k ⊆ D of training instances with label k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} defined as
we estimate the weight f k (x i ) of label k for an unseen test instance x i ∈ R M as:
where Φ denotes an arbitrary similarity function. Notably, the proposed family of similarity-based multi-label learning algorithms can leverage any arbitrary similarity function Φ. Furthermore, our approach does not require mappings in highdimensional Hilbert spaces [20] , [21] as required by RANK-SVM [9] . We define a few parameterized similarity functions Normalize the unseen test instance
end for 9 end parallel 10 Predict label set Y i using Eq. 13 (or by solving Eq. 16 and using t to predict Y i ) 11 return label confidences p ∈ R K and label set Y i below. Given M -dimensional vectors x i and x j , the RBF similarity function is:
A common class of similarity measures for vectors of uniform length are polynomial functions:
where ·, · is the inner product of two vectors, d is the degree of the polynomial, and c is a regularization term trading off higher-order terms for lower-order ones in the polynomial. Linear-SML and quadratic-SML are special cases of Eq. (10) where d = 1 and d = 2, respectively. Polynomial kernels are important for NLP and other applications [22] . Furthermore, all label weights denoted by f (x i ) for test instance x i are estimated as:
. . .
The approach is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Eq. 11, we predict the label set Y i of x i ; see Section III-B for further details. As an aside, binary and multi-class problems are special cases of the proposed family of similarity-based multi-label learning algorithms. Furthermore, the binary and multi-class algorithms are recovered as special cases of SML when |Y i | = 1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Indeed, the proposed similarity-based multi-label learning approach expresses a family of algorithms as many components are interchangeable such as the similarity function Φ, normalization, and the sampling or sketching approach to reduce the training data. The expressiveness and flexibility of SML enables it to be easily adapted for application-specific tasks and domains. In addition, SML lends itself to an efficient and straightforward parallel implementation.
B. Similarity-based Label Set Prediction
We present a similarity-based approach for predicting the label set size. For each label set Y i corresponding to a training instance x i in the training set D, we set its label to |Y i |, i.e., the number of labels associated with x i . Let
The new label vector y ∈ R N is used to predict the label set size. In particular, the new training data is:
denote the label space given by the transformation and K = |Y | denote the number of unique labels (i.e., label set cardinalities). It is straightforward to see that the above transforms the original multi-label classification problem into a general multi-class problem for predicting the label set size.
Given D = {(x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x N , y N )}, the label set size of an unseen instance x i is predicted as follows. First, the similarity of x i with respect to each training instance (x j , y j ) ∈ D is derived as Φ(x i , x j ), 1 ≤ j ≤ N and the similarities from training instances with the same set size (label) k ∈ Y are combined via addition. More formally, the similarity of instances in D of the same set size (class label) k ∈ Y with respect to x i is:
where D k ⊆ D is the subset of training instances with label k ∈ Y . Therefore, we predict the set size of x i using the following decision function:
where ξ(·) is the predicted label set size for x i . It is straightforward to see that ξ(x i ) is the label set size with maximum similarity. Given the label set size ξ(x i ), we predict the label set Y i of x i by ordering the labels from largest to smallest weight based on
. . , f K (x i ) and setting Y i to the top ξ(x i ) labels with the largest weight. We also define a stronger decision function that requires a test instance x i be more similar to class k than it is to the combined weight of all other classes:
Notice that Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 essentially solve regression problems using a multi-class variant of the proposed similaritybased approach.
Alternatively, we can infer the label set of x i by learning a threshold function t : X → R such that:
where f k (x) is the confidence of label k ∈ Y for the unseen test instance x. To learn the threshold function t(·), we assume a linear model t(x) = w, f (x) + b. More formally, we solve the following problem based on the training set D:
In Eq. 16, we set s(x i ) as:
After learning the threshold function t(·), we use it to predict the label set Y i for the unseen instance x i . Nevertheless, any approach that predicts the label set Y i from the learned weights f 1 (x i ), . . . , f K (x i ) can be used by SML; see [1] , [16] for other possibilities.
C. Complexity Analysis
SML is both time and space-efficient for large data and naturally amenable to streaming data and online learning [25] , [26] , [27] .
is the average number of labels per training instance. This is straightforward to see as SML derives the similarity between each training instance's Mdimensional attribute vector. The space complexity of SML for a single test instance x is O(K) where K is the number of labels. This obviously is not taking into account the space required by SML and other methods to store the training instances and the associated label sets. For the similarity-based set size prediction approach, the time complexity is only O(N M ) since the label set size with maximum similarity can be maintained in o(1) time. However, the approach uses O(K ) space where K ≤ K.
As an aside, if the M -dimensional feature vectors 
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of space, it takes O(M ) space to store the hash table, O(K) to store the estimated similarity weights for the test instance x j and O(2|Ω(x j )| + 2|Ω(x i )|) to store the sparse test and train instance. As an aside, the labels of each instance are stored as sets with no additional data structures required.
D. Group-based Centroid Sketch
Now we describe a group-based centroid sketching approach for multi-label learning algorithms. The goal of the approach is to reduce the computational complexity of a multi-label classification algorithm while maintaining a similar classification performance (high accuracy, low error). As an aside, obviously the sketching algorithm must take significantly less time than solving the multi-label learning problem directly using all available training data. Therefore, in general, a sketching algorithm must be fast taking sub-linear or linear time at most. There are two general approaches. The first general approach to computing a sketch is based on a sampling mechanism (or distribution) F (i.e., the distribution F may be a weighted or uniform distribution). These sampling-based methods compute a sketch D s ⊆ D of the training data where D s is a small but representative sample of the original training set D such that N N s where N = |D| and N s = |D s |. For instance, in the case of a uniform distribution we have the following:
The second type of approach is based on generating novel training instances from the initial training data. These generativebased methods compute a sketch that represents a novel training
The goal is to derive or learn (in an unsupervised fashion) new training instances that summarize the original training data while improving the power of generalization. As an aside, it is possible for a multi-label learning approach using the set of new training vectors to outperform the same approach using the original training data, e.g., if the new training vectors generalize better. In this work, we focus primarily on the second type and propose a generative-based sketching method for multi-label problems. We describe the group-based centroid sketching approach below:
The first step is to derive Y * = {Y * 1 , Y * 2 , . . . , Y * L } consisting of all the unique label sets from the training data D. In addition, let X * = {X * 1 , X * 2 , . . . , X * L } denote the sets of training vectors associated with the L label sets in Y * where X * k ∈ X * is a matrix containing the training vectors associated with the label set Y * k ∈ Y * . For each X * k ∈ X * where X * k is an N k × M matrix:
we derive a C × M matrix C k = [ · · · c i · · · ] of "iterative centroids" where C ≤ N k by solving:
where the N k training vectors in X * k associated with the label set Y * k are partitioned into C ≤ N k sets S = {S 1 , . . . , S C }. Notice that k-means is used to derive C "iterative centroids" (Equation 19 ). However, any approach that derives a compact summarization of the data can be used. Next, each iterative centroid vector c i in C k is assigned the label set Y * k (which can also be defined as a binary vector y * k ∈ {0, 1} K ). Finally, we use the centroids C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C L along with the associated label sets Y * 1 , Y * 2 , . . . , Y * L as input into a multi-label learning algorithm such as SML (Algorithm 1). It is straightforward to see that if C = N k then we recover the actual training vectors [ · · · x i · · · ] as the centroids. Furthermore, if C = 1 then the new training vector is simply the centroid (mean vector) of the 
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Ranking loss (↓)
Total order (Eq. 20) SML(15) > ML-KNN(7) > BOOSTEXTER(5) > ADTBOOST.MH(-8) > RANK-SVM (-19) N k × M matrix X * k .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we investigate SML for multi-label classification on a number of multi-label problems from different domains using a range of evaluation criterion. We compare the performance of SML against a variety of multi-label algorithms including:
• ML-KNN [23] : A kNN-based multi-label approach that uses Euclidean distance to find the top-k instances that are closest in the N -dimensional euclidean space. ML-KNN was shown to perform well for a variety of multi-label problems.
• BOOSTEXTER [8] : A boosting-based multi-label algorithm called BOOSTEXTER.
• ADTBOOST.MH [24] : An indirect multi-label approach that uses decision trees.
• RANK-SVM [9] : An indirect multi-label SVM approach based on ranking.
For BOOSTEXTER and ADTBOOST.MH we use 500 and 50 boosting rounds respectively since performance did not change with more rounds (which is consistent with [23] ). For RANK-SVM we use polynomial kernels with degree 8 which performs best as shown in [9] , [23] . Unless otherwise mentioned, our approach uses the RBF similarity function in Eq. (9); the RBF hyperparameter is learned automatically via k-fold crossvalidation on 10% of the labeled data. All multi-label learning algorithms are evaluated using a wide variety of evaluation criterion including hamming loss, one error, coverage, ranking loss, and average precision. Multi-label algorithms should have high precision with low hamming loss, one-error, coverage, ranking loss.
Gene functional classification:
The first multi-label learning task we evaluate is based on predicting the functions of genes from Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae -a widely studied organism in bioinformatics [2] . Each gene may take on multiple functional classes. Each gene consists of a concatenation of micro-array expression data and phylogenetic profile data. Following Elisseeff et al. [9] , we preprocess the data such that only the known structure of the functional classes are used. This corresponds to using only the functional classes in the top hierarchy as done by [9] , [23] . The resulting multi-label yeast data consists of N = 2417 genes where each gene is represented by a (M = 103)-dimensional feature vector. There are K = 14 functional classes (labels). We use 10-fold cross-validation and show the mean and standard deviation. Experimental results for SML and other multi-label learning algorithms are reported in Table I . Notably, all multi-label algorithms are compared across a wide range of evaluation metrics. The best result for each evaluation criterion is shown in bold. In all cases, our approach outperforms all other multi-label learning algorithms across all 5 evaluation criterion. Furthermore, the variance of SML is also smaller than the variance of other multi-label learning algorithms in most cases. This holds across all multi-label learning algorithms for coverage, average precision, and ranking loss. 1 To better understand the relative predictive performance between the multi-label classification algorithms, we define a partial order between the algorithms for each evaluation metric where A 1 A 2 implies that algorithm A 1 is better than A 2 for a given evaluation criterion (e.g., ranking loss). Table II summarizes the partial order between all the multi-label learning algorithms in terms of each evaluation metric.
The partial order measures the relative performance between two algorithms for a specific evaluation criterion, but does not measure the overall superiority of an algorithm over all algorithms and evaluation criterion (Equation 2-6). Therefore, we derive a score for each algorithm which allows us to compare the overall superiority of an algorithm over another across all evaluation criterion. For this we use the scoring scheme from [23] . Given an algorithm A i , we measure the overall superiority of A i over all the other algorithms A j ∈ A and across all evaluation criterion E = {E 1 , . . . , E p } as follows:
where
From Equation 20 it is straightforward to derive a total order on the set of all multi-label algorithms A. The total order along with the score Γ(A i ) of each algorithm A i ∈ A are provided in the last row of Table II . Overall, SML significantly outperforms all other multilabel learning algorithms across all evaluation criterion as summarized by the total order (and scores derived from Equation 20) reported in Table II . The scores shown in parentheses summarize the number of times an algorithm outperforms another or vice-versa. Strikingly, the difference in score between SML and the next best multi-label algorithm ML-KNN is large.
Scene classification:
The second multi-label learning task we evaluate SML for is natural scene classification using image data. In scene classification each image may be assigned multiple labels representing different natural scenes such as an image labeled as a mountain and sunset scene. Therefore, given an unseen image the task is to predict the set of scenes (labels) present in it. The scene data consists of 2000 images where each image contains a set of manually assigned labels. There are K = 5 labels, namely, desert, mountains, sea, sunset, and trees. Each image is represented by a 294-dimensional feature vector derived using the approach in [7] .
We use 10-fold cross-validation and show the mean and standard deviation. The experimental results of SML and the other multi-label algorithms using the natural scene classification data are reported in Table III . The best result for each evaluation criterion is in bold. From Table III , it is obvious that SML outperforms all other multi-label algorithms on all but one evaluation criterion, namely, coverage. In terms of coverage ML-KNN and BOOSTEXTER are tied and have slightly lower coverage than SML.
The relative performance between the algorithms for scene classification is shown in Table IV and is similar to the relative performance observed using the yeast data for gene functional classification. The main difference is that BOOSTEXTER outperforms ADTBOOST.MH and RANK-SVM. In particular, the total order given by Eq. 20 is SML(15) > ML-KNN(7) > BOOSTEXTER(5) > ADTBOOST.MH(-8) > RANK-SVM (-19) . However, it is straightforward to derive the partial order " " and total order ">" from Table III using Equation 20 . Overall, it is clear from Table IV that SML is superior to all multi-label learning algorithms in terms of all evaluation criterion.
Web page categorization:
We also investigate the effectiveness of SML for text categorization using a variety of web page categorization data sets collected from the Yahoo directory where each data set represents a top-level web page category from the Yahoo directory such as Business & Economy and the web pages under this category are categorized further into sub-categories. Following the same experimental setup in [23] , we reduce the dimensionality of the feature vectors by selecting only the top 2% most frequent words used among the collection of web pages (documents). After selecting the terms, each web page (document) is represented by an M -dimensional feature vector where each feature value represents the frequency of a given word on a particular page.
Experimental results are reported in Table V -VI. The best result for each evaluation criterion is in bold. SML outperforms the other algorithms over all web category data sets in terms of one-error, coverage, ranking loss, and average precision. In terms of hamming loss, there are a few web categories based centroid sketch approach. For comparison, we evaluate the approach against a uniform random sketch that samples training instances uniformly at random. Results are provided in Figure 1 . Overall, the group-based centroid approach outperforms the other approach across all fractions of training instances and evaluation criterion. Furthermore, the groupbased centroid sketch has a speedup of 11x compared to SML (using the full data). For the scene classification data, we find a runtime improvement of 90x when using only C = 1 centroid per unique label set. The improvement in runtime is largely determined by the number of unique label sets L relative to the total number of training instances. Notice that each unique label set is represented by at least one training example (centroid). Therefore, data sets with relatively few unique label sets (relative to the total number of training instances) will lead to a better runtime improvement than a data set with a relatively large number of unique label sets.
V. CONCLUSION
This work described a general class of similarity-based multilabel learning methods called SML. Furthermore, we also presented a similarity-based approach for predicting the label set size. Experiments on a number of data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of SML as it compares favorably to a variety of existing methods across a wide range of evaluation criterion and multi-label problems. We also described a group-based centroid sketch for speeding up SML and other multi-label methods. Overall, the predictive performance of the group-based sketch approach was shown to be similar to that of SML using the full training data across a range of evaluation criterion, while improving the runtime performance by an order of magnitude.
